
You will need the following Cardstock pieces to
create the Waterfall Card: (I have put the colors I
used in parenthesis for easy identification)

1- 5 1/2” x 4 1/4” Back Piece (Always Artichoke)
1- 1” x 4” Eyelet Strip (Always Artichoke)
1- 5 1/4” x 4” Layering Piece (Certainly Celery)
1- 1 3/4” x 8 1/2” Waterfall Strip (Not Quite Navy)
3- 2” x 2 1/4” Squares (Not Quite Navy)
3- 2” x 1 3/4 “squares (White)

You will also need:
2 eyelets to match your card (Old Olive)
Eyelet tool set
Small piece of ribbon for a ribbon pull, if desired

Step 1: Stamp your layering Piece with a 
background, if desired. Punch holes in the
layering piece and the eyelet strip. I did mine at
the same time to keep them even and placed the
holes about an inch in from the edge of the 
layering piece.

Step 2: Set your eyelets and attach the layering
piece to the back piece. Set this assembled Card
piece aside.

Step 3: Score the Waterfall Strip at 1 3/4, 2 3/4,
and 3,3/4. there will be an area of 4 3/4 
remaining.

Step 4: Stamp the White squares as desired, then
adhere them to the colored squares.
Square A will be the top square, which will show
when the card is completely closed.
Square C will be the bottom square, which will
show when the card is completely open.
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Step 5: Fold the Waterfall strip in half (it will not
be EXACTLY half), with the scored parts on the
top.

Step 6: Place adhesive on the Waterfall strip on
the largest of the scored areas. Adhere Square C
to the Waterfall strip. It will hang over the top, 
bottom and right side, but the left side should line
up with the score line.

Step 7: Place adhesive on the Waterfall strip on
the middle scored area. Adhere Square B to the
Waterfall strip. It will hang over the top, bottom
and will cover up half of square C on the right
side, but the left side should line up with the
score line.

Step 8: Place adhesive on the Waterfall strip on
the remaining scored area. Adhere Square A to
the Waterfall strip. It will hang over the top, bottom
and will cover up half of square B on the right
side, but the left side should line up with the
score line.

Step 9: If desired, punch a hole in the end of the
strip and attach a ribbon pull.

Step 10: Open the Waterfall strip and slide it 
facedown under the eyelet strip on the card
piece.
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Step 11: Place adhesive on the Eyelet Strip and
fold the squares back over the top of it. Adhere
Square C (the bottom square ONLY) to the Eyelet
strip.

You have just made a Waterfall card!

Finishing Touches: Pull the ribbon pull to the right. Square A will flip over and lie flat against the
back of the card. You may add a sentiment on the flap showing to the left side of Square B.

Pull the ribbon pull again and Square B will flip over and lie flat against the back of the card. You
may add a sentiment on the flap to the left of Square C and stamp or write on the long strip to
the right. You will not be able to see the writing when the card is closed as long as you stay at
least 1/2” in from the end.

Have fun making many more Waterfall cards!
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